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Ready? Set? Learn!
eS ' s

By choosing to learn an instrument, you have embarked on a potentially life-long journey!

In order to get the most- out of your 5th Grade Strings experience, this theory workbook is designed to help
you practice the skills first introduced in the Sound Innovations book. Most of the concepts and exercises

are taken directly from your Strings book, but some aren't. There is a glossary at the back of this theory

workbook in order to help you find definitions you can't find in your Sound Innovations book.

Throughout this year, you will learn how to read note names, count rhythms, write compositions, and learn

how to write music. One thing you will need to know is how to write notes.

Wait writin music9

It's MUCH easier than learning how to write in 1st grade!! ©

*These are called quarter notes and they have two parts: 1 - a note head, and 2- a stem.

*Music note heads aren't round -they're oval.

*The note head is what tells you the note's name. You'll learn how to read them this year!

*Notes are either line notes (a line goes through them) or space notes (they sit between lines)
*Notes that are on the middle line or higher have their stem pointing down.

*Notes below the middle line have stems pointing up.

You will be writing a lot of notes this year, so take a moment to trace the followin notes before starting

your book. If you ever have trouble remembering what notes should look like, just come back to this page
for review.

Rule #1 for Theory lessons? USE A PENCIL!!!

Are you ready for a fun/ satisfying year of music?? Let's begin!



Theory Worksheet #1

Name;

CELLO

1. Name the parts of your instrument below. *CAUTION: These are not in the same order as your book!

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

M.

N.

A

c

D

H

-K

M

N

2. Write out the phrases used to identify lines and spaces for your clef:

Lines:

Spaces: A

B D A

3. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 +2 + 3+4+" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #2 CELLO

Name:

1. Name the parts of your instrument below. *CAUTION: These are not in the same order as your book!
A^-^

A- ' B
c

J

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

M.

N.

D

H

K

M

N

2. Write out the phrases used to identify lines and spaces for your clef:

Lines: B D

Spaces: A C E G

3. Copy these two measures and write in the note names underneath (be sure to include 9:t )

4. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+ 2+3 + 4+" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #3

Name:

CELLO & BASS

1. Write the letter names used to

identify lines and spaces for your clef:

Lines:

Spaces:

2. Fill in the blanks below with the names

of the line and space notes you already know

(from question #1).

Be sure to start at the BOTTOM and work up!! <^>

Line Notes

3. What is a "half step"and what does it look like on your instrument?

Space Notes

4 Copy these two measures and write in the note names underneath (be sure to include 9:t )

5. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+ 2 +3 +4+" in EVERY measure!

1 half =2 quarters

r



Theory Worksheet #4 CELLO

Name:

1. Fill in the blanks below with the names of the line and space notes you already know. Be sure to start

at the BOTTOM and work up!! ©

Line Notes Space Notes

2. What is a "half step" and what does it look like on your instrument?

3. Fill in the fingering for each of the following notes:

D String: D:_ E:_ F#:_ G:_ A String: A:_ B:_ C#:_ D:

4. What is a scale?

5. Copy these two measures and write in the note names underneath (be sure to include 9 4 I )

6. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 + 2+3 +4+" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #5

Name:

1. Identify which notes are sharp in the key of D Major-

(D Major is the key signature that has TWO sharps)

2. What is a "half step"and what does it look like on your instrument?

CELLO

3. Fill in the fingering for each of the following notes:

D String: D: _ E: _ F#:_ G: _ A String: A: _ B: _ C#:_ D:

4. What is a scale?

?. Draw the following notes on the staff Be sure to include everything missing: 9:^t

(open D) F#AC# E G B D DC# BA GF#E (open D)

6. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+ 2 +3 +4+" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #6 CELLO & BASS

Name:

1. Identify which notes are sharp in the key of D Major:
(D Major is the key signature that has TWO sharps)

L Draw the following notes on the staff Be sure to include everything missing: 9:^t

(open D) F# G E C# A B D (open D) E F# G A B C# D

3. What is a scale?

4. Write in how many FINGERS are used on a string to play the following notes:

5. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+ 2 +3 +4+" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #7

Name:

1. Name the parts of your bow below

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.
H.

CELLO

D E

a -'"

n
F G

2. Define the following terms and symbols:

1. y4rco

2. Pizz.

s. n

4-v
5.

3. Draw the following notes onto the music staff AN D write in the note names on the lines below.

Al D4 A3 D3 DO AO D3 Al A4 DO AO Dl A3 Dl A4 D4

4. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+2 + 3 +4+" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #8 CELLO

Name:

1. Define the following terms and symbols:

1. j4rco

2. Pizz

3. n

4. V
5.

2. Name the parts of your bow below:
A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.
H.

I,
D E

3. Fill in the blanks for your string levels!

^.<

(-string level Q-string level

-^~^.
^-^

I
J^,l
n yv5 -7

i S ' ^ /. /^'' ^_.^:'
0-st""gle"e! (^.string level

4. Draw the following notes onto the music staff AND write in the note names on the lines below.

DO AO Al D4 A4 D3 A3 Dl AO A4 D4 A3 D3 DO Al Dl

5. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 + 2+3 +4+" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #9

Name:

1. Define the following time signature. Be sure to say what BOTH of the numbers mean:

4
4

CELLO

2. Which lane is this on your cello?

Where is it located on the string?

S. Draw the following notes on the staff Be sure to include everything missing: 9:^t

(open D) F# E G F# A G BAC# B DC# A E (open D)

4. Write in how many FINGERS are used on a string to play the following notes:

5. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 +2 +3 +4+" in EVERY measure!

2 eighths = 1 quarter



Theory Worksheet #10 CELLO

Name:

1. Define the following time signature. Be sure to say what BOTH of the numbers mean:

4
4

2. Which lane is this on your cello?

Where is it located on the string?

3. An interval is:

4. Fill in the names of these intervals in the boxes below:

5. What is a "half step"and what does it look like on your instrument?

6. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+2 + 3 +4+" in EVERY measure!

2 eighths = 1 quarter



Theory Worksheet #11

Name:

»

1. Fill in the names of the sharps in this key signature: ^
.3"

What key signature is this?

2. Write in how many FINGERS are used on a string to play the following notes:

CELLO & BASS

3. Fill in the names of these intervals in the boxes below

4. Draw the following notes on the staff. Be sure to include everything missing: 9:^f

(open D) F# E B G D C#A E (open D) A C# B D C# A

5. Define the following time signature. Be sure to say what BOTH of the numbers mean:

6. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+2+3 +" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #12

Name:

1. Define the following terms and symbols:

1. This note:

2. This rest:

3. Bow Speed:

CELLO & BASS

4. Right-facing repeat: ||-

5. Left-facing repeat: :|

1 st ^^^ ^nd6. 1st and 2na endings:

2. Using quarter notes (and/or rests) and the pitches: D, E, F#, G and A, fill in each measure to create
your own piece of music. This is called composing.
Name your piece and then play it when vou are finished. **Be sure each measure has four beats"**

(Name of piece)

n

Composed by

3. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+2+3 +" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #13

Name:

1. Define 1st and 2nd endings:

CELLO

1. 2.

2. Fill in the names of the sharps in this key signature:

3. What key is this?

4 Using quarter notes (and/or rests) and the pitches: D, E, F#, G and A, fill in each measure to create
your own piece of music. This is called composing.
Name your piece and then play it when you are finished. **Be sure each measure has four beats**

(Name of piece)

n

Composed by

5. Name the parts of your bow below:
A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

r

D E

F G

6. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+2+3 +" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #14

Name:

CELLO & BASS

1. Write the name of these notes/rests and how many beats they each get in^ time?

1.

2- i
3-CJ (combined total of both notes)

l- r4.

5. -^

2. More creativity for you ! © Using quarter and half notes (and/or rests) and the pitches: D, E, Fff, G and
A/ //'// in each measure to create your own piece of music. This is called composing.
Name your piece and then play it when you are finished. **Be sure each measure has four beats**

(Name of piece)

n

Composed by

1. 2.

3. Write in how many FINGERS are used on a string to play the following notes:

4. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+ 2 +3+ 4+" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #15

Name:

1. What notes are sharp (#) in these

key signatures?

CELLO & BASS

&

G Major D Major

Which sharp is always first?

2. What do ledger lines do?

3. Admit it, you love being creative! © Using quarter and half notes (and/or rests) and the pitches:
D, E, FU, G and A, fill in each measure to create your own piece of music.
Name your piece and then play it when you are finished. **Be sure each measure has four beats**

(Name of piece) Composed by

1.

4. What do these symbols mean?

^

5. Define the following time signature. Be sure to say what BOTH of the numbers mean:

6. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 + 2 +" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #16

Name:

1. Define the following time signatures. Be sure to say what BOTH of the numbers mean:

1 i
21
31

CELLO

2. Name these symbols: b

3. What is a "half step" and what does it look like on your instrument?

4. Draw the following hotes onto the music staff AND write in the note names on the lines below.

DO AO Al D4 A4 D3 A3 Dl AO A4 D4 A3 D3 DO Al Dl

5. Write in the note names underneath these notes

6. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 + 2 +" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #17

Name:

1. Name these symbols:
#

2. Circle the sets of naturally occurring

half steps on the piano keyboard.

(hint: they're the white keys that

touch each other) ©

CELLO & BASS

b

ClDlE FjGABlCDE F GlA B

3. Write in the note names underneath the notes of a G Major Scale

4. What is a scale?

5. What notes are sharp (#) in these

key signatures?

&

G Major

Which sharp is always first?

D Major

6. Fill in the names of these intervals in the boxes below

7. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 +2 +3 +4+" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #18 CELLO

Name:

1. Circle the sets of naturally occurring

half steps on the piano keyboard.

(hint: they're the white keys that

touch each other) © C DIE F 6A!BCD'EF;G!A B

2. Describe how half and whole steps look on YOUR instrument:

3. Give two examples of notes that are a WHOLE step apart:

4. Give two examples of notes that are a HALF step apart:

& and &

& and &

5. Draw the following notes onto the music staff AN D write in the note names on the tines below.

DO GO G3 GO G4 Gl DO GO G3 GO Gl DO Gl G4 G3 GO

6. Finish drawing the notes of the G Major Scale, and then write the note names below.

7. What is a scale?

8. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 + 2 +" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #19 CELLO

Name:

1. What is a half step?

2. What does a sharp sign (^;) do to a natural note?

3. Give three examples of notes

that are a WHOLE step apart

.

&.

.

&.

&

C# Dffl I F# GS AS I C# Dffl F# G# 'AS

CiDlElFGlA;BiC|DEiFGAB

4. Draw the following notes onto the music staff AND write in the note names on the lines below.

G3 GO Gl DO Gl G4 G3 GO DO GO G3 GO G4 Gl DO GO

5. What does a ledger line do?

6. Define the following tempo marks:

1. Allegro

2. Andante

3. Moderate

7. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 + 2 +" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #20

Name:

1. What is this note?

How many beats does it get?

What does the dot after the note DO?

CELLO & BASS

2. Write down the definitions for

Chord:
D chord

^ ^ Arpeggio:
A

F*f
D

s^r-r^
D F# A

3. Admit it, you love composing! © Using quarter and half notes (and/or rests) and any notes from your
D- and/or A-string, fill in each measure to create your own piece of music.

Name your piece and then play it when you are finished. **Be sure each measure has four beats**

(Name of piece)

n

Composed by

1.

4. The order of sharps in a key signature is always F CG DAE B.

Mnemonic phrases commonly used to remember the order of

sharps are, "Fat Cats Go Down Alleys Eating Birds" or
"Fat Cats Get Down And Elephants Boogie. " Use one of those

or make up your OWN mnemonic phrase. ©

D B

5. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+2+3 +" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #21

Name:

1. The order of sharps in a key signature is always FCG DA E B.

A mnemonic phrase commonly used to remember the order is,

"Fat Cats Go Down Alleys Eating Birds. " Now, make up your

OWN mnemonic phrase (and don't copy your neighbor!). ©

D A

CELLO

,., _< .;
I

2. Fill Fill in the fingering for each of the following notes, then fill in note names on the chart below:

A String: A:_ B:_ C#:_ D:_ A

D String: D:_ E:_ F#:_ G:

G String: G:_ A: B:

3. What is this note?

How many beats does it get?

What does the dot after the note DO?

D

11!k \, s -

Low 1 1 2 3 4 High 4 4th
Postition

4. Write down the definitions for

Dchord Chord:

Arpeggio:
^̂

A

F#
D

2mf_. i_L
D F# A

5. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+2+3 +" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #22 CELLO

Name:

1. Fill in the notes you know on this

diagram for the G-, D-, and A-strings: A

D

ILow 1

2. Describe the difference between half and whole steps:

2 3 4 High 4 4th
IPostition

3. What is the distance between these notes: E and F#:_FffandG:

(Mark H for a % step or W for a whole step) A and B: _ C# and D:

D and E:

G and A:

4. Define the following tempo marks:

1. Allegro

2. Andante

3. Moderate

5. Draw the following notes onto the music staff AND write in the note names on the lines below.

G3 GO Gl DO DO GO G3 GO G4 Gl DO GO Gl G4 G3 GO

6. What is your saying for the order of sharps?

7. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 +2 +3 +4+" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #23

Name:

CELLO & BASS

7

1. Name these key signatures:

2. Name these symbols: ft b

3. What does a sharp sign (^) do to a natural note? What does a flat sign (I?) do to a natural note?

4 Give three examples of notes

that are a WHOLE step apart

.

&.

.

&.

&

Db I EH G!> :A!>| Bl>

~]
Db E!» GM Ab |BI>

D EFlGlAlBClDiE^FGA BJ

5. What are the two naturally occurring half steps? _&_ and _&

6. Define the following time signatures. Be sure to say what BOTH of the numbers mean:

1 i
2.

3.

7. Translate "D. C. al Fine" into directions in English.

8. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1+2+ 3 + 4+" in EVERY measure!



Theory Worksheet #24

Name:

CELLO

~J-

1. Name these key signatures:

2. Draw the following notes onto the music staff AND write in the note names on the lines below.
C3 CO Cl GO Cl C4 C3 CO GO CO C3 CO C4 Cl GO CO

3. What is the order of sharps? What is the order of flats?
*(Hint - it's backwards from the order of sharps) ©

4. Using the piano keyboard chart, fill in the holes in the chromatic chart below:

Dl>

c»

Eb

Off

G!>

F#

Ab

G»

Bt>

AS

Db

CT

Eb

D#

Gl>

Fff

Ab

G#

Bb

Aft

C DE FGAlBCDlEF GAB

c c# Dft F» G Ab D

5. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 +2 +3 +4+" in EVERY measure!

4 quarters = 2 halves = 1 whole

=rr= 0



Theory Worksheet #25

Name:

1. What is the order of sharps?

CELLO & BASS

What is the order of flats?
*(Hint - it's backwards from the order of sharps) ©

^s^ =s?^-
B;

:r:F=F

2. Fill in the holes in the chromatic chart below:

C D E F A A(i B Db

3. Give two examples of notes that are a WHOLE step apart: _ & _ and _ &

4. Give two examples of notes that are a HALF step apart: _ & _ and _ &

5. Using eighth-, quarter- and/or half notes (and/or rests) and any notes from your D- and/or A-string,
fill in each measure to create your own piece of music.

Name your piece and then play it when you are finished. **Be sure each measure has four beats**

(Name of piece)

n

Composed by

6. Define these terms found on page 27 in your book (write small...):

Tie

Pickup

Staccato

Tenuto

7. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use enough beats in EVERY measure!

**Heads up*** There is a pickup note. This pickup note takes it's beat away from the last measure. (a>



Theory Worksheet #26 CELLO

Name:

1. Match each diagram to its term, then write out the definition of the term in the space provided.

v» j j r ^ 11 Tie:

:̂'ii J. I J U II

1/:" J J r r 11

^."r'rr'r 11

^ff ^ ^ f

STACCATO:

SLUR:

HOOKED BOWING:

TENUTO:

2. Draw the following notes onto the music staff AND write in the note names on the lines below.

D4 Gl Al D3 A4 G3 Dl A2 GO DO AO G4 Gl GO G3 G4

3. F ill in the holes in the chromatic chart below

C Dt. Eb Ftt G

4. What is the distance between these notes: E and F#:

(Mark H for a % step or W for a whole step) A and B:

B

F#andG:

C# and D:

D and E:

G and A:

5. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use enough beats in EVERY measure!

**Heads up*** There are pickup notes. They take their beats away from the last measure. ©

Dtt



Theory Worksheet #27 CELLO

Name:

1. Use the piano keyboard chart as necessary to fill in your fingerboard chart completely! ©

A

D

G

2. What are enharmonic notes?

Dl. [Eh Gl.

Cff \Dtt Ftt

Ob Et G!. Bl>

C» Dit F»

C DIE FGiA!B|C!D
I ' T

E F G AB

Low 1 1 2 3 4 High 4

3. Fill in the names of these intervals in the boxes below:

4. Define the following tempo marks:

1. Allegro

2. Andante

3. Moderate

5. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use: "1 e+a 2e +a" in EVERY measure!

**Heads up*** There is a pickup note. This pickup note takes it's beat away from the last measure. ©

4 sixteenths = 2 eighths = 1 quarter



Theory Worksheet #28 CELLO

Name:

i. Use notes within the key of G Major to fill in each measure to create your own piece of music.

Name your piece and then play it when you are finished. !"*Be sure each measure has four beats**

(Name of piece)

n

Composed by

2. Name these key signatures:

3. What is the order of sharps?

4. What is the order of flats?

5. Fill in your chromatic chart

with all of the note names! ©

DS. Eb Gb Ab Bi>

C# D# Fff GS

C DE FGiAB'C

A

D

G

c

I Low 11 111 121 14

Half Position I-1st Positlon-

1 I I 2 I |4

-3rd position

6. Finish drawing the notes of the G Major Scale, and then write the note names below.

7. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Please use sixteenth subdivisions (le&a 2e&a etc. ) for the

first full measure after the pickup, but use eighth note subdivisions (1+ 2+ etc. ) for all other measures.

!



Theory Worksheet #29 CELLO

Name:

1. Write in the note names below the notes and the fingerings above the notes:

fingerings: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - -

names:

2. What are the two naturally occurring half steps? _& and &

3. Draw the following notes onto the music staff AND write in the note names on the lines below.

GO CO C3 CO C4 Cl GO CO C3 CO Cl GO Cl C4 C3 CO

4. Give three examples of enharmonic notes: 1. _&

5. What does a dot after a note do to it's value (length)?

2. &

0 . r" v

3. &

6. What are the names of these dynamic markings and what do they mean?

f

mf

p

mp

7. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Please use sixteenth subdivisions (le&a 2e&a etc. ) for the

entire second measure, but use eighth note subdivisions (1+ 2+ etc. ) for all other measures.



Theory Worksheet #30 CELLO

Name:

1. What are the names of these dynamic markings and what do they mean?

f

mf

p

mp

2. Define dynamics:

3. What are Bowing Lanes?

;i. 11.
v '. : . <;

. '..,,.. -1... *.... A...... 4»... ^... -'..

Where is the Piano Lane? , ^-'-
f

Where is the Mezzo Forte Lane? ' >.

IU

Where is the Forte Lane?

Why do you think we should use different Bowing Lanes when we play?

4. Write out one note for every finger on EVERY string, complete with note names underneath. Be sure
to include all/any symbols you need! **Be sure to include your clef and the double bar at the end**

5. Write in the beats underneath these notes. Be sure to use 4 beats in EVERY measure.



FINAL REVIEW CELLO

Name:

1. Know and be able to define the following terms and symbols:

a. Arco

b. Pizz.

c. n

d-v
e.

f.

h.

i.

j.

k.

I.

m.

n.

0.

p.

q.

r.

s.

t.

s

^

b

i

u

r

/

mf
p

mp

Scale

u. Half step

v. Whole step

w. Ledger lines

x. Bow speed

y. 1st and 2nd endings

z. Allegro

a a. Andante

bb. Moderate

ec. Enharmonic notes

dd. Chord

ee. Arpeggio

ff. Tie

gg. Slur

hh. Hooked Bow

ii. Staccato

jj. Tenuto

kk. Names of all the parts of your instrument and bow

II. Dotted notes

mm. D. C. al Fine

nn. Bowing lanes



2. Define the following time signatures. Be sure to say what BOTH of the numbers mean:

4
4

I
I

3. Name these symbols:

s

4. Fill in the names of these intervals in the boxes below:

b

5. What notes are sharp in these

key signatures?

^ ^ ,

&

G Major D Major

Which sharp is always first?

6. What is the order of sharps?

^ t

What is the order of flats?
*(Hint it's backwards from the order of sharps) ©



7. Finish drawing the notes of the G Major Scale, and then write the note names below.

8. Draw the following notes onto the music staff AN D write in the note names on the lines below.

G3 GO Gl DO Gl G4 G3 GO DO GO G3 GO G4 Gl DO GO

9. Draw the following notes onto the music staff AN D write in the note names on the lines below.

D4 Gl Al D3 A4 G3 Dl A2 GO DO AO G4 Gl GO G3 G4

10. Draw the following notes onto the music staff AN D write in the note names on the lines below.

GO CO C3 CO C4 Cl GO CO C3 CO Cl GO Cl C4 C3 CO

11. Write out one note for every finger on EVERY string, complete with note names underneath. Be sure

to include all/any symbols you need! **Be sure to include your clef and the double bar at the end**

12. Write in the note names below the notes and the fingerings above the notes.

fingerings: __ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ - - - -



13. Circle the sets of naturally occurring

half steps on the piano keyboard.

(hint: they're the white keys that

touch each other) ©

Db Eb Gb Ab Bfc D!> Eh Gl> Ab Bl;

Cff Dft F# Gft A# C# D# J# Gff AS

C DE FGA'B ClDiE'FGAB

14. Give two examples of notes that are a WHOLE step apart: _ & _ and _ &

15. Give two examples of notes that are a HALF step apart: _ & _ and _ &

16. Using the piano keyboard chart, fill in the holes in the chromatic chart below:

c a Dft Fft G Ab D

17. Give three examples of enharmonic notes: 1. _& 2. & 3. &

18. Fill in your chromatic chart with all of the note names! ^)

Low 1 4 High 4 4th

Postition
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Pg. 26
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#1 Theory #20

#2 pg. 29

#3 pg. 29

#4 pg. 29

#5 n/a

#6 pg. 27
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#1 Pg. 27
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1st and 2nd endings - play the 1st ending the first
time through; repeat the music, but skip over
the 1st ending on the repeat and play the 2
ending instead

allegro - a fast tempo

alto clef-indicates the third line of the staff is
middle C; violas use this clef

andante - a slow tempo

area -to play with the bow

arpeggio - the notes of a chord played one after
another

bar line - divides the staff into measures

bass clef - indicates the fourth line of the staff is F;

cellos and basses use this clef

bow lift (<) - to raise the bow off the string and
reset it on the string

bow speed - how fast or slowly the bow moves
across the string

bowing lanes -the contact points between the
bridge and the fingerboard where the bow is
placed; the center lane is halfway between the
bridge and the fingerboard

C Major-this key signature tells you that all notes
are natural

center lane - is halfway between the bridge and
the fingerboard

chord -three or more notes played at the same
time

chromatics - a series of notes that move in half

steps

D Major - this key signature tells you that all F's
and C's are to be played sharp

D.C. al Fine - repeat from the beginning and play
to the Fine

dot - increases the length of a note by half its value

dotted half note ( F ) - receives three beats
(counts) and can be subdivided into three
quarter notes

double bar line - indicates the end of a section

down bow (n) -to pull the bow down by moving
your hand to the right (away from your body)

dynamics - changes in volume

eighth notes (,J~^) - receive a half a beat (count) in
4/4 time; two eighth notes equal one beat in 4/4
and often appear in pairs or fours and have a
beam across the note stems

enharmonic notes - notes that sound the same but

are written differently on the staff.

final bar line - the end of a piece of music

Fine - the end of a piece of music

flat ([») - lowers the pitch a half step

forte (/) - play loudly

forte lane -the bowing lane near the bridge; use
this lane to play loudly; use more arm weight
and a slower bow speed

G Mlajor - this key signature tells you that all F's
are to be played sharp

half note ( ̂ ) - receives two beats (counts)

half rest (---)- receives two beats (counts) of
silence

half step - the smallest distance between two
notes

hooked bowing - a curved line above or below two
notes with staccato marks; it tells you to play
the notes with stops in the same bow direction

interval - the distance between two notes



key signature - appears at the beginning of the
staff, and tells you which notes will be played
sharp or flat

ledger line - short, horizontal line used to extend a
staff either higher or lower

left-facing repeat (: ) - indicates to go back to the
beginning or to the closest right-facing repeat

legato (tenuto) (-) - hold the note for its full
value and play smoothly

measure or bar-the distance between two bar
lines

mezzo forte {mf} - medium loud

mezzo forte lane -the center bowing lane; use this
lane to play medium loud; use a medium
amount of arm weight and a medium-fast bow
speed

mezzo piano [V P)- medium soft/quiet

moderato - a moderate tempo

natural (fc|) - cancels a sharp or flat

natural half step - the two sets of natural notes
that are a half step apart; they are B & C natural,
and E & F natural

octave - the interval of an 8th

piano (P)-play softly

piano lane - the bowing lane near the fingerboard;
use this lane to play quietly; use less arm weight
and a faster bow speed

pitch - how high or low a note is; the pitch of a
note can be measured in a unit called Hertz

pickup - a note (or notes) that occurs before the
first complete measure of a piece

pizzicato - to pluck the string with your finger

quarter note (^) - receives one beat (count)

quarter rest (^)- receives one beat (count) of
silence

right-facing repeat (||:)- indicates the first measure
of the section to be repeated

scale - usually a series of eight notes that go up or
down the musical alphabet in a specific order of
whole steps and half steps; the lowest and
highest notes of the scale are always the same
letter name

sharp (^)- raises the pitch a half step

sixteenth notes (/TT^) - four of these notes fit
within one quarter note beat

slur - a curved line placed above or below two or
more different notes; it tells you to play the
notes smoothly in the same bow direction

staccato ( . ) - play short and detached;separate
the notes by stopping the bow

staff - 5 lines and 4 spaces used for writing music

tempo marking - indicates the speed of the music

tenuto (legato) (-) - hold the note for its full
value and play smoothly

tie - a curved line that connects two or more notes

of the same pitch; the tied notes are played as
one longer note with the combined value of
both notes

time signature or meter - indicates the number of
beats (counts) in each measure and the type of
note that receives one beat

treble clef - also called G clef (the 2nd line of the
staff is G and the clef is drawn by first circling
the G line); violins use this clef

up bow (V)-to push the bow up by moving your
hand to the left (toward your body

whole note (o) - receives 4 beats (counts)

whole rest (») - indicates a full measure of silence

whole step - a whole tone or two half steps


